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For the first time since February 2021, India’s goods exports shrank this October, dropping
16.7% from last year (and 16% from September 2022) to slip below $30 billion after a 20-month-
streak above that mark. Most sectors were hit hard: engineering goods, pharmaceuticals and
chemicals and employment-intensive gems and jewellery, textiles and handlooms. Just six
sectors recorded an uptick, with electronics goods being the only manufacturing segment.
Imports grew 5.7% year-on-year, expanding the country’s trade deficit over 50% to $26.9 billion.
This is the fourth straight month of a $25 billion-plus goods trade deficit that hit a record $30
billion in July. To be sure, imports have now been moderating sequentially for four straight
months and dropped 7.3% from September to an eight-month low of $56.7 billion. But a
marginal dip in petroleum imports, along with a 10.3% shrinking of non-oil, non-gold imports
from September, can also be construed as a sign of slackening domestic demand. India’s trade
deficit so far this year is now over $175 billion, from $94.2 billion a year ago. With high energy
prices likely to escalate with winter’s onset, a significant easing in deficit levels is not on the
horizon yet.

While the Government acknowledged forecasts of a slump in global shipments growth to just 1%
in 2023, it attributed the October trade blip to a seasonal Deepavali effect — production dips as
workers go on leave and imports rise with festive demand. Though the pre-Deepavali and
Deepavali month exports did have a $5 billion gap in 2021, this was not the case in pre-COVID
2019. Officials conveyed there is no need to be ‘overly depressed’ as India has a very low share
of global trade which can only grow. But that growth will not accrue automatically — in a
shrinking buyer’s market, rivals such as Vietnam cannot be expected to simply wait out the
slump. In contrast, a new Foreign Trade Policy to replace the current policy from 2015, was
recently deferred yet again till April 2023 for reasons that included waiting out the current global
turmoil. If anything, the tumult in trade flows will be much worse by then. Policymakers must stop
dithering and be more pro-active in recalibrating their stance — for instance, the steel export
duty amid lower global prices has triggered higher imports, while exports, including those of
engineering goods, have collapsed. The Finance Ministry recently identified external pressures
as a key challenge — with a depreciating rupee making imports pricier and slowing global
demand hurting exports. More actions are needed to match these concerns; waiting and
watching is not an option.

To read this editorial in Tamil, click here

https://www.thehindu.com/business/Industry/october-exports-drop-1665-deficit-rises-50/article66141236.ece
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